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Germany repudiated the Romantic conception of
poetry ; they even regarded It with a certain hostility.
Again, there is hardly a Latin land where we find
a more wholehearted acceptance of literary Classicism
than in Sweden in her Gustavian age. Thus, to
regard Classicism as essentially a prerogative of the
Latin races, and Romanticism of the northern races,
is not possible.
At the same time there arc arguments on the other
side which are not to be too lightly dismissed. There
were, for instance, certain obvious reasons why the
canons of Classicism should have been less acceptable
to the peoples of the north than to those of the south.
Individualism—and Romanticism is individualism-
was fostered, especially In earlier times, in the north,
because the conditions of life there led to greater
isolation ; existence was a harder struggle with natu re,
and in consequence a soberer thing than to the
Mediterranean peoples; and this brought with It
a tendency to introspection and seriousness. The
supernaturalism of the Latin dwellers In the sun Is, in
particular, more of a daylight thing than the awe-
inspiring personal mysticism of the dark, misty north*
The comparison of the ghost in Voltaire's S&mramis
with the ghost of Hamlet's father Is not merely to be
used, as Lessing uses It, as an Illustration of Voltaire's
Incompetence.
A complete solution of out: problem, that will
silence all doubters, is clearly not to be reached by
approaching it only from the Romantic side. Let
us turn to the other side : it may be that the crux of
the problem lies not so much in the definition of
Romantic, as of what we understand by Classic.
Here, it seems to me, we must first disabuse our minds
of the old rough-and-ready identification of Classic
with antiquity. That, In fact, was a fallacy initiated
by the theorists of the Renaissance, and stereotyped
by the classicists of the seventeenth century. The
literature of Greece is, in point of fact, no more

